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## Part One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 1</th>
<th>JWST I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 03</td>
<td>Status of the JWST optical telescope element [9904-2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 04</td>
<td>JWST telescope integration and test progress [9904-3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 2</th>
<th>JWST II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 06</td>
<td>The JWST science instrument payload: mission context and status [9904-5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 07</td>
<td>James Webb Space Telescope optical telescope element/integrated science instrument module (OTIS) status [9904-6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 08</td>
<td>Cryo-vacuum testing of the JWST Integrated Science Instrument Module [9904-7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 09</td>
<td>Wavefront-error performance characterization for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM) science instruments [9904-164]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 3</th>
<th>JWST III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 0A</td>
<td>Stray light field dependence for the James Webb Space Telescope [9904-9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0B</td>
<td>The JWST/NIRSpec instrument: update on status and performances [9904-14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0C</td>
<td>Hartmann test for the James Webb Space Telescope [9904-11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0D</td>
<td>Getting JWST’s NIRSpec back in shape [9904-12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0E</td>
<td>Slitless spectroscopy with the James Webb Space Telescope Near-Infrared Camera (JWST NIRCam) [9904-13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0F</td>
<td>Preparing for JWST wavefront sensing and control operations [9904-10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## SESSION 4 NASA LARGE MISSION CONCEPTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 0G</td>
<td>Potential large missions enabled by NASA’s space launch system</td>
<td>[9904-15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0H</td>
<td>End-to-end assessment of a large aperture segmented ultraviolet optical infrared (UVOIR) telescope architecture</td>
<td>[9904-16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0J</td>
<td>Initial technology assessment for the Large-Aperture UV-Optical-Infrared (LUVOIR) mission concept study</td>
<td>[9904-18]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SESSION 5 NASA MISSION STUDIES: JOINT SESSION WITH CONFERENCES 9904 AND 9905

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 0K</td>
<td>The Far-Infrared Surveyor Mission study: paper I, the genesis (Invited Paper)</td>
<td>[9904-301]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0M</td>
<td>The LUVOIR science and technology definition team (STDT): overview and status (Invited Paper)</td>
<td>[9904-303]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0N</td>
<td>The X-Ray Surveyor mission concept study: forging the path to NASA astrophysics 2020 decadal survey prioritization (Invited Paper)</td>
<td>[9904-304]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SESSION 6 EUCLID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 0O</td>
<td>The Euclid mission design</td>
<td>[9904-19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0P</td>
<td>Euclid end-to-end straylight performance assessment</td>
<td>[9904-21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0Q</td>
<td>VIS: the visible imager for Euclid</td>
<td>[9904-20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0R</td>
<td>Optical verification tests of the NISP/Euclid Grism qualification model</td>
<td>[9904-24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0T</td>
<td>Euclid Near Infrared Spectrometer and Photometer instrument concept and first test results obtained for different breadboards models at the end of phase C</td>
<td>[9904-22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0U</td>
<td>The read-out shutter unit of the Euclid VIS instrument</td>
<td>[9904-89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0V</td>
<td>Coating induced phase shift and impact on Euclid imaging performance</td>
<td>[9904-87]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SESSION 7 DEEP SURVEYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 0W</td>
<td>The Primordial Inflation Explorer (PIXIE)</td>
<td>[9904-26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 0X</td>
<td>LiteBIRD: lite satellite for the study of B-mode polarization and inflation from cosmic microwave background radiation detection</td>
<td>[9904-27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SESSION 8 SOLAR SYSTEM STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 0Z</td>
<td>Main results of the PICARD mission</td>
<td>[9904-29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 10</td>
<td>Geometrical distortion calibration of the stereo camera for the BepiColombo mission to Mercury</td>
<td>[9904-30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 11</td>
<td>Development of compact metal-mirror image slicer unit for optical telescope of the SOLAR-C mission</td>
<td>[9904-31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SESSION 9 WFIRST I**

| 9904 13 | Canadian contributions studies for the WFIRST instruments | [9904-33] |

**SESSION 10 WFIRST II**

| 9904 18 | Low order wavefront sensing and control for WFIRST coronagraph | [9904-38] |
| 9904 19 | Closing the contrast gap between testbed and model prediction with WFIRST-CGI shaped pupil coronagraph | [9904-39] |
| 9904 1A | PISCES: an integral field spectrograph technology demonstration for the WFIRST coronagraph | [9904-119] |

**SESSION 11 TECHNOLOGIES**

| 9904 1B | The LATT way towards large active primaries for space telescopes | [9904-41] |
| 9904 1C | Telescope polarization and image quality: Lyot coronagraph performance | [9904-42] |
| 9904 1D | Innovative focal plane design for large space telescopes | [9904-43] |
| 9904 1E | The CaSSIS imaging system: optical performance overview | [9904-44] |

**SESSION 12 SYSTEMS I**

| 9904 1H | The Configurable Aperture Space Telescope (CAST) | [9904-47] |
| 9904 1I | APERTURE: a precise extremely large reflective telescope using re-configurable elements | [9904-48] |
| 9904 1J | ASTRO-1: a 1.8m unobscured space observatory for next generation UV/visible astrophysics and exoplanet exploration | [9904-49] |

**SESSION 13 SYSTEMS II**

| 9904 1K | Optical telescope system-level design considerations for a space-based gravitational wave mission | [9904-50] |
SESSION 14 IN-SPACE SERVICING

9904 1N SEL2 servicing: increased science return via on-orbit propellant replenishment [9904-53]
9904 1O In-space assembly and servicing infrastructures for the Evolvable Space Telescope (EST) [9904-54]

SESSION 15 NANOSATS AND CUBESATS

9904 1P FalconSAT-7: a membrane space solar telescope [9904-55]
9904 1Q The Australian Space Eye: studying the history of galaxy formation with a CubeSat [9904-56]
9904 1R Image processing in the BRITE nano-satellite mission [9904-57]

SESSION 16 EXOPLANETS I

9904 1S The maturing of high contrast imaging and starlight suppression techniques for future NASA exoplanet characterization missions [9904-58]
9904 1T A comparison of analytical depth of search metrics with mission simulations for exoplanet imagers [9904-59]
9904 1U A direct comparison of exoEarth yields for starshades and coronagraphs [9904-60]
9904 1W ARIEL: an ESA M4 mission candidate [9904-62]
9904 1X The science of ARIEL (Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey) [9904-63]

SESSION 17 EXOPLANETS II

9904 1Y Lyot coronagraph design study for large, segmented space telescope apertures [9904-64]

Part Two

9904 20 The Segmented Aperture Interferometric Nulling Testbed (SAINT) I: overview and air-side system description [9904-66]
9904 21 A new deformable mirror architecture for coronagraphic instrumentation [9904-67]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 18</th>
<th>EXOPLANETS III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 22</td>
<td>High contrast imaging in multi-star systems: technology development and first lab results [9904-68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 25</td>
<td>Starshade starlight-suppression performance with a deployable structure [9904-71]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 19</th>
<th>EXOPLANETS IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 28</td>
<td>PLATO: a multiple telescope spacecraft for exo-planets hunting [9904-73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 29</td>
<td>ESA CHEOPS mission: development status [9904-74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2A</td>
<td>CHEOPS: status summary of the instrument development [9904-75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2C</td>
<td>The TESS camera: modeling and measurements with deep depletion devices [9904-77]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 20</th>
<th>ASTROMETRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 2D</td>
<td>Gaia: focus, straylight and basic angle [9904-78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2E</td>
<td>Enabling science with Gaia observations of naked-eye stars [9904-79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2F</td>
<td>Microarcsecond astrometric observatory Theia: from dark matter to compact objects and nearby earths [9904-80]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 21</th>
<th>IR SYSTEMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 2H</td>
<td>New cryogenic system of the next-generation infrared astronomy mission SPICA [9904-82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2I</td>
<td>SPICA Mid-infrared Instrument (SMI): technical concepts and scientific capabilities [9904-83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2K</td>
<td>The Far Infrared Spectroscopic Explorer (FIRSPEX): probing the lifecycle of the ISM in the universe [9904-85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2L</td>
<td>The Space High Angular Resolution Probe for the Infrared (SHARP-IR) [9904-86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2M</td>
<td>Final tolerancing approach and the value of short-cutting tolerances by measurement [9904-23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 2N</td>
<td>The FLARE mission: deep and wide-field 1-5um imaging and spectroscopy for the early universe: a proposal for M5 cosmic vision call [9904-179]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### POSTER SESSION: EUCLID

| 9904 2Q | Detailed design and first tests of the application software for the instrument control unit of Euclid-NISP | [9904-92] |
| 9904 2R | Modeling effects of common molecular contaminants on the Euclid infrared detectors | [9904-93] |
| 9904 2T | EGSE customization for the Euclid NISP Instrument AIV/AIT activities | [9904-97] |
| 9904 2U | How to test NISP instrument for EUCLID mission in laboratory | [9904-95] |
| 9904 2V | Focal plane mechanical design of the NISP/Euclid instrument | [9904-96] |

### POSTER SESSION: EXOPLANETS

| 9904 2X | Testing and characterization of the TESS CCDs | [9904-100] |
| 9904 2Y | The instrument control unit of the ESA-PLATO 2.0 mission | [9904-101] |
| 9904 2Z | Manufacturing and alignment tolerance analysis through Montecarlo approach for PLATO | [9904-102] |
| 9904 30 | Radiation, thermal gradient and weight: a threefold dilemma for PLATO | [9904-103] |
| 9904 31 | Thermal effects on PLATO point spread function | [9904-104] |
| 9904 32 | A display model for the TOU of PLATO: just a cool toy or a benchmark of opportunities? | [9904-105] |
| 9904 33 | An integrated payload design for the Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey (ARIEL) | [9904-106] |
| 9904 34 | Design of an afocal telescope for the ARIEL mission | [9904-107] |
| 9904 36 | The Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanets Large-survey (ARIEL) payload electronic subsystems | [9904-109] |
| 9904 37 | Dimensional stability testing in thermal vacuum of the CHEOPS optical telescope assembly | [9904-111] |
| 9904 38 | The performance of the CHEOPS on-ground calibration system | [9904-112] |
| 9904 39 | Aligning the demonstration model of CHEOPS | [9904-113] |
| 9904 3A | Coronagraphic wavefront sensing with COFFEE: high spatial-frequency diversity and other news | [9904-114] |
| 9904 3C | High-contrast imager for Complex Aperture Telescopes (HiCAT). 4. Status and wavefront control development | [9904-118] |
9904 3D  Recent achievements on ASPIICS, an externally occulted coronagraph for PROBA-3 [9904-121]
9904 3E  Contrast improvement with imperfect pre-coronagraph and dark-hole [9904-122]
9904 3F  Low-signal, coronagraphic wavefront estimation with Kalman filtering in the high contrast imaging testbed [9904-123]
9904 3G  Experimental study of starshade at flight Fresnel numbers in the laboratory [9904-125]
9904 3H  Results of edge scatter testing for a starshade mission [9904-126]
9904 3I  Ground-based testing and demonstrations of starshades [9904-127]
9904 3J  Diffraction-based analysis of tunnel size for a scaled external occulter testbed [9904-128]
9904 3K  Measurements of high-contrast starshade performance in the field [9904-129]
9904 3L  Engineering considerations applied to starshade repointing [9904-130]
9904 3O  The JWST/NIRSpec exoplanet exposure time calculator [9904-135]
9904 3P  Exoplanets with JWST: degeneracy, systematics and how to avoid them [9904-136]
9904 3R  Exploring the potential of the ExoSim simulator for transit spectroscopy noise estimation [9904-138]

POSTER SESSION: INFRARED

9904 3U  SAFARI optical system architecture and design concept [9904-141]
9904 3V  Sensitivity estimates for the SPICA Mid-Infrared Instrument (SMI) [9904-142]
9904 3W  Mechanical cooler system for the next-generation infrared space telescope SPICA [9904-143]

POSTER SESSION: JWST

9904 3Y  Use of living technical budgets to manage risk on the James Webb Space Telescope optical element [9904-146]
9904 3Z  Alignment of the James Webb Space Telescope optical telescope element [9904-147]
9904 40  Characterization of the JWST Pathfinder mirror dynamics using the center of curvature optical assembly (CoCOA) [9904-150]
9904 41  MIRI/JWST detector characterization [9904-151]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 42</td>
<td>Calibration results using highly aberrated images for aligning the JWST instruments to the telescope [9904-152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 44</td>
<td>In-orbit commissioning of the NIRSpec instrument on the James Webb Space Telescope [9904-154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 45</td>
<td>The spectral calibration of JWST/NIRSpec: results from the recent cryo-vacuum campaign (ISIM-CV3) [9904-156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 46</td>
<td>Flat-fielding strategy for the JWST/NIRSpec multi-object spectrograph [9904-157]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Part Three**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 47</td>
<td>First light of the NIRISS Optical Simulator (NOS) [9904-158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 48</td>
<td>In-focus phase retrieval using JWST-NIRISS’s non-redundant mask [9904-159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 49</td>
<td>Alignment test results of the JWST Pathfinder Telescope mirrors in the cryogenic environment [9904-161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4A</td>
<td>James Webb Space Telescope optical simulation testbed III: first experimental results with linear-control alignment [9904-162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4B</td>
<td>A new method of superbias construction for NIRCam [9904-163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4C</td>
<td>Model predictions and observed performance of JWST’s cryogenic position metrology system [9904-166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4D</td>
<td>Updated cryogenic performance test results for the flight model JWST fine guidance sensor [9904-167]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4E</td>
<td>Performance of the primary mirror center-of-curvature optical metrology system during cryogenic testing of the JWST Pathfinder telescope [9904-251]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POSTER SESSION: SYSTEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9904 4F</td>
<td>On the performance of the Gaia auto-collimating flat mirror assembly: could it be even better? [9904-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4G</td>
<td>How mission requirements affect observations: case of the PICARD mission [9904-169]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4H</td>
<td>Optical designing of LiteBIRD [9904-170]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4J</td>
<td>The cosmic infrared background experiment-2 (CIBER-2) for studying the near-infrared extragalactic background light [9904-172]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9904 4K</td>
<td>Prime focus architectures for large space telescopes: reduce surfaces to save cost [9904-173]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reaching sub-milimag photometric precision on Beta Pictoris with a nanosat: the PicSat mission [9904-174]

The infrared spectrometer for Twinkle [9904-176]

Status and path forward for the large ultraviolet/optical/infrared surveyor (LUVOIR) mission concept study [9904-181]

POSTER SESSION: INSTRUMENTS

Correcting for the effects of pupil discontinuities with the ACAD method [9904-184]

A four mirror anastigmat collimator design for optical payload calibration [9904-185]

Xenon arc lamp spectral radiance modelling for satellite instrument calibration [9904-186]

Application of Peterson's stray light model to complex optical instruments [9904-187]

The shadow position sensors (SPS) formation flying metrology subsystem for the ESA PROBA-3 mission: present status and future developments [9904-191]

Preliminary evaluation of the diffraction behind the PROBA 3/ASPIICS optimized occulter [9904-192]

Trade-off between TMA and RC configurations for JANUS camera [9904-193]

Alignment procedure for detector integration and characterization of the CaSSIS instrument onboard the TGO mission [9904-194]

Achromatic interfero-coronagraph with variable rotational shear in laboratory experiments [9904-196]

The front-end electronics of the LSPE-SWIPE experiment [9904-198]

PILOT optical alignment [9904-200]

Near-infrared imaging spectrometer onboard NEXTSat-1 [9904-201]

Testing and characterization of a prototype telescope for the evolved Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (eLISA) [9904-202]

SINBAD electronic models of the interface and control system for the NOMAD spectrometer on board of ESA ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter mission [9904-203]

Concept study for a compact planetary homodyne interferometer (PHI) for temporal global observation of methane on Mars in IR [9904-204]

HST/WFC3: understanding and mitigating radiation damage effects in the CCD detectors [9904-205]
9904 SE  Performance of a cryogenic test facility for 4 K interferometer delay line investigations [9904-206]

9904 SG  The latest results from DICE (Detector Interferometric Calibration Experiment) [9904-209]

9904 SH  A cryogenic testbed for the characterisation of large detector arrays for astronomical and Earth-observing applications in the near to very-long-wavelength infrared [9904-210]

POSTER SESSION: PROCESSING

9904 SJ  Low noise flux estimate and data quality control monitoring in EUCLID-NISP cosmological survey [9904-91]

9904 SK  Small-grid dithers for the JWST coronagraphs [9904-165]

9904 SM  Data processing and algorithm development for the WFIRST coronagraph: comparison of RDI and ADI strategies and impact of spatial sampling on post-processing [9904-215]

9904 SN  Accuracy analysis of a new method to estimate chromatic wavefront error [9904-216]

9904 SO  Characterization of the ASPIICS/OPSE metrology sub-system and PSF centroiding procedure [9904-217]

9904 SQ  Performance analysis of the GR712RC dual-core LEON3FT SPARC V8 processor in an asymmetric multi-processing environment [9904-219]

9904 SR  On-board data processing for the near infrared spectrograph and photometer instrument (NISP) of the EUCLID mission [9904-220]

9904 SS  Design-oriented analytic model of phase and frequency modulated optical links [9904-222]

9904 SU  Gain determination of non-linear IR detectors with the differential photon transfer curve (dPTC) method [9904-224]

9904 SV  Hi-fidelity multi-scale local processing for visually optimized far-infrared Herschel images [9904-225]

9904 SW  The boot software of the control unit of the near infrared spectrograph of the Euclid space mission: technical specification [9904-226]

9904 SZ  Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) Pipeline: final modifications and lessons learned [9904-230]

9904 60 Instrument workstation for the EGSE of the Near Infrared Spectro-Photometer instrument (NISP) of the EUCLID mission [9904-231]

9904 62 The control unit of the near infrared spectrograph of the Euclid space mission: detailed design [9904-254]
POSTER SESSION: WFSC

9904 63  Zernike wavefront sensor (ZWFS) development for Low Order Wavefront Sensing (LOWFS) [9904-243]

9904 64  Sparse aperture mask wavefront sensor testbed results [9904-244]

9904 66  Modeling of microelectromechanical systems deformable mirror diffraction grating [9904-246]

9904 68  Unimorph piezoelectric deformable mirrors for space telescopes [9904-248]

9904 69  HYPATIA and STOIC: an active optics system for a large space telescope [9904-249]

9904 6A  Wavefront sensing in space from the PICTURE-B sounding rocket [9904-252]

POSTER SESSION: TECHNOLOGIES

9904 6B  Use of updated material properties in parametric optimization of spaceborne mirrors [9904-233]

9904 6C  Laboratory demonstration of a primary active mirror for space with the LATT: large aperture telescope technology [9904-234]

9904 6D  Co-phasing primary mirror segments of an optical space telescope using a long stroke Zernike WFS [9904-235]

9904 6E  The satellite formation flying in lab: PROBA-3/ASPIICS metrology subsystems test-bed [9904-236]

9904 6F  CFRP mirror technology for cryogenic space interferometry: review and progress to date [9904-237]

9904 6H  A novel design of dual-channel optical system of star-tracker based on non-blind area PAL system [9904-239]

9904 6I  Distortion of the pixel grid in HST WFC3/UVIS and ACS/WFC CCD detectors and its astrometric correction [9904-240]

9904 6J  Battery-powered thin film deposition process for coating telescope mirrors in space [9904-253]
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Introduction

This conference met throughout the duration of the SPIE Astronomical Telescopes and Instrumentation Conference 2016 in Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom. It was part of a series of annual conferences addressing systems and technologies in the optical, infrared, and millimeter wavelength region that are held alternately in the Eastern and Western hemispheres, the preceding conference having been held in 2014 in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Many of the presentations addressed major milestones in the space telescope development that have recently passed or are rapidly approaching. In particular:

- NASA is currently preparing foundational material for the 2020 Astrophysics Decadal Survey that the National Academies of Science will be starting in about two years. One of the major efforts underway in this project is a set of four community mission concept studies to be presented to the Survey team. The objectives, technologies, approach, teaming, and current status and progress of each of the four Science Technology Definition Teams (STDTs) were presented in a joint session with Conference 9905, Space Telescopes and Instrumentation 2016: Ultraviolet to Gamma Ray.
- The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is well along in construction and testing, and is scheduled for launch in October 2018. The current status and development plans for this program were discussed in detail during three oral presentation sessions and in a number of Poster Papers.
- The Euclid dark universe mission of the European Space Agency (ESA) passed its Preliminary Design Review in December 2015, and is ramping up into development, construction, and testing phases. The status of this program was summarized during an oral presentation session and a number of Poster Papers.
- Finally, major technology development efforts for NASA’s Wide Field InfraRed Space Telescope (WFIRST) are well underway in preparation for an expected program initiation once funding pressures from the JWST program have eased in the 2017–2018 time frame. Several of these projects were presented during the conference, again both orally and in poster formats.

In addition to the presentations related directly to specific, identifiable programs, there were a number of projects and studies of concepts and technologies in earlier stages of development that were addressed during the conference. This included brief discussion of aspects of systems, some currently operational, some
in various stages of development (including those with technology development well underway), and some still very much in the early concept development stages. A major topic under this heading was the development and testing of coronagraphic technology (both internal and external) for exoplanet detection and characterization (indeed, four oral presentation sessions were devoted to this topic). Other topics addressed under this general heading included infrared technologies and systems (notably for the far infrared); astrometry; deep surveys; new system concepts; advanced telescope technologies; very small satellites; and in-space assembly and servicing for space telescopes.
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